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Licensing and Access Problems
Producers of Video Games Face in
Foreign Markets: A Case Study
By JASON ROSS*
I. Introduction
Nearly a decade ago, an American online video game called
Everquest swept the world market.' Everquest was one of the first
widely popular video games marketed to a large audience who
would all play in one virtual world while developing and advancing
individual virtual avatars.2 Eventually the genre became known as
massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs).3
Sony, the developer of Everquest, sold copies of the game to every
player, in addition to charging a monthly subscription fee.4 In 2002,
Everquest had developed a vast player base.5 Players developed
their avatars, collected virtual wealth, and participated in an online
* J.D., 2012, University of California, Hastings College of the Law; M.A., University
of Oregon; B.S., University of Oregon. I am grateful to my friends and family for
their continued support.
1. Annie Lichtarowicz, Virtual Kingdom Richer than Bulgaria, BBC NEWS (Mar.
29, 2002), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/1899420.stm.
2. Id. An avatar is a computerized puppet controlled by the human player that
interacts within the virtual game world.
3. The A4MORPG, RPG EVOLUTION, http://iml.jou.ufl.edu/projects/Spring
05/Hill/ mmorpg.html.
4. Thus, every Everquest player was purchasing not only a copy of the game
and pay an additional monthly fee of approximately USD $10 per month. Beyond
making millions of dollars from these two types of sales, Sony was able to
effectively immunize itself against software piracy. Throughout the years software
companies have attempted to implement a number of technological safeguards
against virtual piracy, none of which have been able to prevent a determined user
from gaining access to the protected content. In Everquest, a player could only play
online through a server run by Sony: if a player did not pay, he or she could not
play. PC Game Piracy Examined, TWEAKEDGUIDES.COM, http://www.tweak
guides.com/Piracy_7.html (last visited Apr. 4, 2012); Lichtarowicz, supra note 1.
5. Lichtarowicz, supra note 1.
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trading system.6 As the popularity of the game grew, the demand
for certain rare in-game items and currency reached a level players
were willing to pay real-world money for to obtain these desired
virtual items and money.7 In a 2002 article, the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) reported that, based on the real-world exchange
rate and item values, Everquest would be the seventy-seventh richest
country in the world, falling somewhere between Russia and
Bulgaria.8
The popularity and profitability of Everquest has not gone
unnoticed. Today the market is saturated with countless
MMORPGs of all genres developed and played around the world.9
One game in particular has been dominating the world MMORPG
market. Published by the Irvine-based video game company
Blizzard Entertainment (Blizzard), World of Warcraft (WoW) today
claims over twelve million active subscribers, earning over
USD $1 billion annually.10 Chinese players make up slightly over
half of this player base.11 Yet, access to this enormous market
requires an MMORGP maker to understand and comply with
significant regulatory challenges from the Chinese government.
Doing so is often extremely complicated.
Blizzard, operating WoW in China, has experienced the
challenges presented by the Chinese government firsthand. The
trouble began when Blizzard sought to update WoW in China to
provide more content and potential for avatar development. 12
However, what began as normal MMORPG development led
6. Nick Yee, Motivations of Play in MMORPGs, NICKYEE.COM,
http://www.nickyee.com/ daedalus/ archives/pdf/ 3-2.pdf.
7. Players who bought either items or currency online would provide real-
world payment outside of the game and then arrange for their avatar to meet at a
predetermined location in game to complete the virtual component of the
transaction. Lichtarowicz, supra note 1.
8. Id.
9. Frank Caron, A Brief Look at MMORPG Popularity in 2008, ARS TECHNICA
(Dec. 31, 2008), http://arstechnica.com/gaming/news/2008/12/abrief-limited-
look-at-mmorpg-popularity-in-2008.ars.
10. World of Warcraft as China Metaphor, CHINA LAW BLOG (Mar. 15, 2010),
http://www.chinalawblog.com/2010/03/world-of warcraftaschina met.html;
World of Warcraft Subcriber Base Reaches 12 Million Worldwide, BLIZZARD
ENTERTAINMENT, http://us.blizzard.com/en-us/company/press/pressreleases.
html?id=2847881 [hereinafter WoW Subscriber Base].
11. Wow Subscriber Base, supra note 10.
12. Id.
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Blizzard into the middle of a regulatory battle between the Chinese
Ministry of Culture (MOC) and the General Administration of Press
and Publication (GAPP) who had authority to regulate online
content in China. This turned into a nearly two-year-long battle to
update the Chinese content to what the rest of the world already
had access to.13 For a brief period, WoW had to stop accepting new
subscriptions.14 Finally, in March 2010, the MOC released a new set
of regulations (hereinafter the 2010 Regulation).15 On August 10,
2010, WoW received approval to update its content, but Blizzard was
required to make several content changes to the game, assuage
regulatory fears, and operate within a very restrictive licensing
system.16 The 2010 Regulation, beyond substantive regulations,
called for industry "self-regulation" to avoid the kind of pitfalls
Blizzard experienced.
In the early days of MMORPGs, Chinese authorities appear to
have not regulated this burgeoning industry. However, as the
appeal of the games became increasingly evident, the GAPP
instigated new controls.17 Shortly thereafter the MOC promulgated
its own set of regulations. As a result, MMORPGs were, for a time,
controlled by two regulatory schemes. I will argue that during the
course of this power struggle, the 2010 Regulation promulgated by
MOC emerged as the dominant regulatory authority over
MMORPGs in China. As WoW is the industry giant in China, as
well as the subject of the regulatory battle, those wishing to
understand the new regulations would do well to understand the
problems WoW has faced in retaining access to this enormous
market.
This work is divided into four substantive parts. Part II
describes the legal status of virtual property in China. Part III traces
the development of various regulatory bodies' authorities over
MMORPGs in China, with the MOC emerging as the current
regulatory winner. Part IV explains how the MOC used WoW to
gain the upper regulatory hand. Finally, Part V is a detailed
analysis of the MOC's current regulations and what we can learn
from the WoW case.
13. Id.
14. Id.
15. Id.
16. Id.
17. See infra Part II.
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II. The Chinese Market and Virtual Property
Today the market for MMORPGs and video games in China is
bigger than ever. In 2009 the Chinese government estimated the
size of its gaming industry to be RMB 25.8 billion (USD $4.1 billion),
an increase of nearly forty percent from 2008.18 Fueling this
economic market is a huge base of players who regularly log into
online video games.19 Current estimates predict that by 2013 there
will be over ninety million Chinese online video game customers. 20
Currently, imported video games account for a large portion of the
Chinese gaming market.21
With the enormous growth of the Chinese video game industry
(particularly the hugely popular MMORPGs), these products have
generated a good deal of negative press involving adverse physical
and mental health effects on players. First, there are concerns of
Internet game addiction. There have been numerous reports of
Chinese youths who have died from playing their favorite
MMORPG for too long without sleep. 22 These reports frequently
include warnings about the health risks associated with Internet
game addiction.23 Second, and perhaps related to addiction, there
have been several highly publicized cases in China about players
who have resorted to real-life physical violence over in-game
disputes against other players. One particularly famous example is
the 2005 case of Qiu Chengwei.24 At age forty-one, Mr. Qiu loaned
an extremely rare and desired virtual weapon to another player,
Zhu Huiman, who sold the weapon to a third party for over RMB
7,000 (USD $1,111).25 Mr. Qiu attempted to contact Shanghai police,
who did nothing regarding his claim. 26 Eventually Mr. Qiu stabbed
18. White Paper on China's Online Game Market 2009, PEOPLE.COM.CN (Jan. 18,
2010), http://game.people.com.cn/GB/48604/48623/10791237.html [hereinafter
White Paper].
19. Id.
20. Mo Hong, Online Game Industry Booming, XINHUA (June 9, 2010),
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2010-06/09/c-13341517.htm.
21. White Paper, supra note 18.
22. Death of Net Game Addict Alerts Others, XINHUA (Nov. 1, 2005),
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2005-11/01/content_3714003.htm.
23. Id.
24. Cao Li, Death Sentence for Online Gamer, CHINA DAILY (June 8, 2005),
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2005-06/08/content_449600.htm.
25. Id.
26. Id.
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and killed Mr. Zhu over the dispute.27 While not all cases are so
extreme, the Chinese press frequently exhorts against the dangers of
MMORPG addiction.
While Mr. Qiu was unable to obtain any legal recognition of his
claim, China has been a pioneer in recognizing and protecting the
real-world value of virtual property. In 2003, the Beijing Second
Intermediate Court heard Li Hongchen v. Beijing Arctic Ice Technology
Development Co. and became the first court in the world to officially
recognize virtual property rights.28 The court, which has become
known for taking on intellectual property decisions, heard the
complaint of Mr. Li regarding the loss of his virtual property.29 Mr.
Li asserted that upon logging into Hongyuen (Red Moon), he
discovered that all of his possessions had been taken by another
player.30 Mr. Li had played Hongyuen for nearly two years and was
understandably upset by the loss of his virtual accomplishments. 31
To remedy his loss, Mr. Li requested various monetary damages
and the restoration of his missing items.32 Beijing Arctic Ice, which
ran Hongyuen, claimed Mr. Li had no interest in the missing items
because they were not real.33 Mr. Li asserted, "I exchanged the
equipment with my labor, time, wisdom and money, and of course
they are my belongings." 34 Ultimately the court ruled in favor of
Mr. Li, noting that the value of the property (Mr. Li had paid to play
the game) was the determinative issue.35 The property's virtual
status was irrelevant.36 Despite this finding, the court expressed
fears in valuing virtual property and instead of allowing any
monetary damages simply required Beijing Arctic Ice to restore a
27. Id.
28. Joshua A.T. Fairfield, Virtual Property, 85 B.U. L. REV. 1047, 1084 (2005)
(discussing the Li Hongchen case).
29. Id.
30. Zhong Tingting, Legislation Proposed to Protect Virtual Property,
CHINA.ORG.CN (Feb. 12, 2011), http://www.china.org.cn/archive/2004-01/26/
content_1085502.htm.
31. Online Gamer in China Wins Virtual Theft Suit, CNN (Dec. 20, 2003), http://
www.cnn.com/2003/TECH/fun.games/12/19/china.gamer.reut/index.html.
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. Madelyn Ma, Online Games and Virtual Property, MARTINDALE.COM (May 8,
2009), http://www.martindale.com/internet-law/articleSheppard-Mullin-
Richter-Hampton-LLP_689960.htm.
36. Id.
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virtual copy of the equipment to Mr. Li.37 In doing so, the court
expressed a hesitant middle ground between total protection of
virtual property and complete dismissal of the case.
Since 2003, the protection of virtual property in Chinese law has
developed significantly. 38 In 2004, the Jinhua Wucheng District
Court heard the case of Qi Jian, who reportedly had created a
program to steal account and user information from players in
Internet caf6s.39 Using this program, Mr. Qi and his associates were
able to steal a large number of accounts to a highly popular
MMORPG.40 These accounts were re-sold for nearly RMB 1 million
(USD $158,854).41 The court recognized the property interest in the
players' accounts, but still expressed fear in valuing virtual
property. 42  Here again, monetary damages were found
inappropriate, with the group receiving a year and a half in prison
for the crime of destroying a computer information system.43
More recently, in 2010 the Shenzhen Nanshan District Court in
Guangdong province heard a case involving several men who
reportedly had stolen and re-sold accounts to a popular Chinese
instant communications program called QQ.44 QQ is free to use,
and thus users were never required to invest money into their
virtual accounts. 45 Previous court decisions had all relied on the
real-world purchase costs of virtual property to find a property
interest in them, and the court here was unwilling to completely
depart from that standard. 46 Ultimately, the court found no theft
because the property had no ascertainable value.47 Despite this, the
defendants were found guilty of "destroying freedom of
correspondence." All the profits from the crime were confiscated,
37. Id.
38. Unfortunately, not all decisions are publicly available. While all sources are
as reputable as possible there are limitations to media reports.
39. Ma, supra note 35.
40. Id.
41. Id.
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. Zheng Caixiong, Shenzhen Police to Guard Online Assets, CHINA DAILY (Apr.
4, 2010), http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/usa/2010-04/07/content_11017576.htm.
45. Ma, supra note 35.
46. Id.
47. Id.
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and both men served six months in jail.48
Thus, the first lesson for importing MMORPGs into China is to
realize that recent Chinese court decisions have treated virtual
property very differently than do many other nations. The United
States, for example, has not recognized the protection of virtual
property. 49 While Chinese laws and regulations might not provide
many of the intellectual property protections afforded in other
systems, the protection of virtual items, currency, and avatars are
protected. In the following examination of the regulations
controlling the successful import of video games into China, it is
critical to remember that virtual property has been taken quite
seriously for nearly a decade.
III. Regulation of MMORPGs and Online Games
The modern Chinese government began in 1954.50 Today the
Chinese state exists as an integrated web of operations with a
number of governmental bodies.5 1 On the bottom of this hierarchy
are the various ministries that are in charge of specific elements of
the Chinese state, such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or the
Ministry of Railways. 52  These ministries report to the State
Council.53 Similar to these ministries are administrative agencies
that draft, and often monitor, legislation on behalf of the State
Council. 54 The number of ministries has varied wildly from a peak
of over sixty to just twenty-seven today.55 Among the causes for this
reduction in the number of ministries has been a push from the
central government to streamline management into core subject
material - merging or dismantling those ministries lacking an area
of substantive regulation.56 In order for ministries to keep their
current bureaucratic structure and power, it has become important
48. Id.
49. Fairfield, supra note 28, at 1084.
50. KENNETH LIEBERTHAL, GOVERNING CHINA 177 (2d ed. 1995).
51. Id.
52. PRC Government Chart, CHINA BUSINESS REVIEW (July 16, 2008),
http://www.chinabusinessreview.com/public/0803/prc-government-chart.pdf.
53. LIEBERTHAL, supra note 50, at 177.
54. THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, MINISTRIES AND COMMISSIONS UNDER THE
STATE COUNSEL, http://english.gov.cn/2005-08/05/content_20741.htm (last visited
Apr. 4, 2012).
55. Id.; PRC Government Chart, supra note 52.
56. LIEBERTHAL, supra note 50, at 178.
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for them to retain or find authority over a "core" element of
society.57
In this byzantine regulatory scheme, the continuing question
has remained: who exactly controls MMORPGs? In the early days
of online gaming, before high-speed Internet connections and
advanced graphics, online games looked very different from WoW
or other modern industry standards. In the early 1990s, online text-
based games began appearing.58 These games lacked any serious
business model, and had virtually no means (or desire, in most
cases) to generate profits. 59 When these games first appeared in
China, some sought a government regulator to help steer the course
of their development in China.60 However, these early prototypes of
present-day industry giants were met with little attention or interest
among Chinese regulatory agencies. 61 One early industry giant
"begged everywhere" for legal guidelines but found little success. 62
Initially, the MOC passed regulatory responsibility to the
Network Management Office, which transferred such responsibility
to the GAPP.63 In the early stage of video game evolution, the GAPP
did little to develop any substantive body of controlling
regulation.64 While early internet game pioneers were unable to
find a government regulation, today the controlling Chinese legal
framework is highly developed and equally complex. As online
games have grown to become big business, once-ambivalent
agencies have become heavily involved in the industry. 65 Currently,
those wishing to import online games into China face potential
regulation from two government sources, the GAPP and the MOC.
In the early days of online gaming, the GAPP's ambivalence
57. Id. at 178-79.
58. Such games are called Multi User Domains (MUD) and are played
completely through a text-based interface. Kevin Kelly & Howard Rheingold, The
Dragon Ate My Homework, WIRED, http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/1.03/
muds.html (last visited Apr. 4, 2012).
59. Cao Haili, Warcraft Row: An Industry Game-Change in China, WALL ST. J.
MARKETWATCH (Mar. 9, 2010), http://www.marketwatch.com/story/world-of-
warcraft-row-china-industry-game-changer-2010-03-09.
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. See infra Part II.
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towards small, nonprofit, online games made a great deal of sense.
The GAPP is primarily charged with drafting and enforcing
regulation to control books, news, and publications. 66 The GAPP
also regulates Internet sites that publish news and information.67
This regulation is accomplished through an Internet publishing
license.68 A small and largely unheard of subset of video games
(with no apparent news value) seemed to fall far outside the GAPP's
mandate. Moreover, one way the complex Chinese bureaucratic
system retains order is for any problem to be addressed by the
absolute lowest level government agency that is capable of doing
so. 69 Thus, for the GAPP, or any other agency, to begin regulating
an unknown - and seemingly unimportant and obscure -
entertainment medium would have violated this principal and
potentially damaged its prestige.
This ambivalence, and desire to save face, changed completely
with the advent of large-scale, highly profitable online games.
Currently, the GAPP is responsible for two main regulatory
provisions affecting foreign importers of online games. First, the
GAPP claims authority over MMORPGs through the Interim
Measures for Administration of Internet Publication of June 26, 2002
(hereinafter the 2002 Measures). 70 Article 5 of the 2002 Measures
defines Internet publications primarily in a traditional manner, such
as books and magazines.71  Article 5(2), however, includes
"productions on literature, art ... or other fields." 72 Here, the 2002
Measures include in the statutory language "deng" ("etcetera,"
"such as," "including") which, in Chinese regulations, may cause a
66. CONG.-EXEC. COMM'N ON CHINA, Agencies Responsible for Censorship in China,
http://www.cecc.gov/pages/virtualAcad/exp/expcensors.php.
67. CONG.-EXEC.COMM'N ON CHINA, 1099 9TH CONG., 2005 ANN. REP. 59 (Comm.
Print 2005).
68. Id.
69. LIEBERTHAL, supra note 50, at 176.
70. Wang Rui, Duncan Hwang & Qiu Shaolin, A Challenging Game: Key Issues
That Foreign Developers May Face IWhen Introducing Online Games into China, KING &
WOOD CHINA BULLETIN (Sept. 2010), http://www.kingandwood.com/article.
aspx?id=A-Challenging-Game-Key-Issues-That-Foreign-Developers-May-Face-
When-Introducing-Online-Games-into-China&language=en.
71. Interim Administrative Provisions on Internet Publishing (promulgated by
the General Admission of Press & Pub., June 26, 2002, effective July 31, 2002)
(China) [hereinafter 2002 Measures].
72. Id. (emphasis added).
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good deal of open-ended uncertainty and ambiguity.73  This
uncertainty and ambiguity can translate into wide, and sometimes
amorphous, language adaptable to the present situation.74 Hence,
while the 2002 Measures do not appear to cover MMORPGs, the
textual language has provided the GAPP a legal means to do so.
Substantively, the 2002 Measures require that every Internet
publishing activity be approved by the GAPP and that no such
activities may occur without approval.75  Pertinent MMORPG
content restrictions include Article 17, which prohibits games that
"advocate sects of feudal superstitions ... content that disseminates
violence ... content that impairs social morality or the natural
culture and tradition ... and any content prohibited by the laws of
the state."76 Additionally, Article 18 specifically prohibits content
aimed at "inducing minors to imitate behavior in breach of the
social morality ... or other content harming the physical and
psychological health of minors."77 Thus, these provisions are not
only very broad, but in the case of minors, depend a great deal on
the actions taken by young players in the regulated medium.78
On September 28, 2009, the GAPP promulgated a second set of
regulations titled Decree Number 13. The decree includes a number
of provisions designed to give the GAPP control over Internet
games, and for a brief time it created the last regulatory word on
Internet games in China. However, the GAPP, charged with
overseeing press and publication, sometimes finds its roles heavily
overlapping with the MOC.
According to the MOC government webpage, the MOC's
primary duties are to "make guidelines for cultural and art-related
policies and principles, [and to] draft cultural and art-related laws
and regulations."79 On March 3, 2003, (approximately nine months
after the GAPP released the 2002 Measures) the MOC promulgated
the Interim Regulation on the Administration of Internet Culture
73. DEBORAH CAO, CHINESE LAW: A LANGUAGE PERSPECTIVE 102 (2004).
74. Id.
75. 2002 Measures, supra note 71, art. 6.
76. Id. art. 17.
77. Id.
78. Perhaps more accurately, liability may be said to rest on the normative
value attached to actions taken by the minors.
79. About Ministry of Culture, MINISTRY OF CULTURE OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA (Apr. 28, 2009), http://www.ccnt.gov.cn/English/Introduction/200904/
t20090428_62706.html [hereinafter About MOC].
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(hereinafter the 2003 Regulation).o The 2003 Regulation gave
specific authority to the MOC to regulate all "Internet cultural
activities," which, among specific definitions, included game
products.81 On March 17, 2010, the MOC released a new and
revised Interim Regulation on the Administration of Internet
Culture, or the 2010 Regulation. 82 As the WoW case will show, the
MOC, through its 2010 Regulation, appears to have won the upper
regulatory hand. As a result, those wishing to import online video
games into China should look to these latest regulations. In looking
at these regulations, the WoW case provides the best opportunity to
see how the new regulations have been applied in practice.
IV. Beginnings of WoW in China
In late 2004, Blizzard first released WoW in the United States,
followed soon by its release in Europe and other countries.83 By late
2005, WoW had been released in China and had already gathered a
huge fan base.84 For several years the player base boomed, profits
soared, and WoW became an online cultural icon in China. One of
the most popular pop stars in China, Jay Chou, even released a song
titled Orcs based on the WoW storyline and franchise.85
MMORPG content, however, does not remain static.
MMORPGs operate on a business model that develops and updates
the virtual world and avatars' potential abilities. 86 This makes a
good deal of sense. The goal of the MMORPG is to develop an
avatar, and eventually, without updates in content, this
development would come to an end. Updates called "expansions"
80. Interim Provisions on the Administration of Internet Culture (promulgated
by the Ministry of Culture, March 4, 2003, effective July 1, 2003), available at www.
asianlii.org/cn/ legis/cen/ laws/ ipotaoic645/ [hereinafter Interim Provisions].
81. Id.
82. About MOC, supra note 79.
83. See infra notes 93-97 and accompanying text.
84. China Imposes Online Gaming Curbs, BBC NEWS (Aug. 25, 2005), http://
news.bbc. co.uk/2/hi/technology/4183340.stm.
85. Elliot Back, WCIII Orcs, Jay Chou & Blizzard, ELLIOT C. BACK: INTERNET &
TECHNOLOGY (Oct. 3, 2004), http://elliottback.com/wp/wciii-orcs-jay-chou-
Blizzard.
86. Justine Bigott, It's All a Game - MMORPG Business Models, TWIN CITIEs DAILY
PLANET (May 5, 2008), http://www.tcdailyplanet.net/article/2008/05/05/it-s-all-
game-mmorpg-business-models.html.
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are a way to keep this development ongoing.87 Currently, WoW has
released three for-pay expansions; one was released only a few
months ago in the United States.18
WoW first encountered serious regulatory trouble when it
sought to bring its second content update, titled Wrath of the Lich
King (WotLK), into China.89 This began a lengthy legal battle
between the MOC, the GAPP, and Blizzard's Chinese licensee and
operator. 90 Blizzard, as required by previous regulations, operated
through a Chinese licensee.91 The licensee (The9) generated ninety
percent of its profits from operating WoW.92 In order to secure this
contract The9 had spent millions of renminbi to invest in servers
and technology; indeed, in 2008 they owned six of China's fastest
privately-owned computers, all dedicated to keeping Chinese WoW
running smoothly.93 However, by 2009 Blizzard assigned the WoW
license to another content provider named NetEase.94
The exact reason for the change is not publicly known. Some
speculated that NetEase offered to pay higher royalties; others
believe that Blizzard felt The9 could not properly handle the
Chinese regulations. 95 Whatever the reason, the switch nearly
87. Tobold, MMORPG Business Models, TOBOLD'S MMORPG BLOG (June 9, 2004),
http://tobolds.blogspot.com/2004/06/rmmorpg-business-models.html.
88. The third expansion has not yet been released in China. See WORLD OF
WARCRAFT, http://us.battle.net/wow/en/ (last visited Apr. 4, 2012).
89. Eric Krangel, Will Ditching The9 Help World of Warcraft Get Past Chinese
Censors? BUSINESS INSIDER SAI (Apr. 15, 2009), http://www.businessinsider.com/
world-of-warcraft-china-2009-4.
90. Robert Quigley, Chinese Wrath of the Lich King Censorship Covers up
Skeletons, Gore, GEEKOSYSTEM (Aug. 16, 2010), http://www.geekosystem.
com/wrath-of-the-lich-king-china-censorship.
91. Wang Rui, Qiu Shaolin, & Duncan Hwang, Issues Foreign Video Game
Developers Face in Introducing Online Games into the Chinese Market, CHINA LAW
INSIGHT (Sept. 28, 2010), http://www.chinalawinsight.com/2010/09/articles/
corporate/ foreign-investment/ issues-foreign-video-game-developers-face-in-
introducing-online-games-to-the-chinese-market.
92. Mansi Dutta & Saumyadeb Chakrabarty, The9 Tanks on Reports it May Lose
World of Warcraft, REUTERS (Apr. 15, 2009), http://www.reuters.com/article/
2009/04/15/thenine-idUKBNG39085720090415? symbol=NCTYy.F.
93. Austin Modine, China's the9 Earns Epic Loot from the World of Warcraft, THE
REGISTER (Aug. 13, 2008), http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/08/13/china-the9-
q2_2008 earnings.
94. David Jenkin & Kris Graft, The9 Loses China World of Warcraft Deal to NetEase,
GAMASUTRA (Apr. 16, 2009), http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/ 23230/
The9_LosesChinaWorldOfWarcraftDealto.NetEase.php.
95. Id.
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bankrupted The9, 96 who did not lose control without a fight. In
early 2009, The9 announced that a game called World of Fight was
"soon to come." 97 World of Fight not only sounds very much like
WoW, but from early development, pictures of the game also
seemed virtually identical. 98 Ultimately, the World of Fight The9
released bears little resemblance to WoW.99 Yet, for a number of
months Blizzard faced the very real possibility of having its largest
cash-generating intellectual property (IP) competing directly in the
Chinese market with The9, which had exclusive responsibility for
the management of WoWin China for nearly four years.100
Moreover, for over a year, Chinese players could not gain
access to Blizzard's new content.101 This could have dramatically
lessened Blizzard's market access, as the purpose of an expansion is
to give players new challenges to overcome. 102 Without these
challenges, players may not feel any reason to stay with WoW.103
Worse, MMORPG customers do not switch games easily; once lost,
they may be difficult to win back.104 After investing perhaps
hundreds of hours, or even weeks, into their avatars, typical players
do not impulsively switch brands.105 As a 2009 Blizzard marketing
circulation states, "the high switching costs inherent to the MMOG
genre, yield a player base which is more risk averse than
average."10 6
96. James Egan, China's The9 Faces Bankruptcy if Wrath Expansion Not Approved
by Government, MASSIVELY (Mar. 13, 2005), http://massively.joystiq.com/
2009/03/13/chinas-the9-faces-bankruptcy-if-wrath-expansion-not-approved-by/.
97. Juliet Ye, Will 'World of Fight' Challenge 'World of Warcraft?', WALL ST. J.
CHINA REALTIME REP. (Apr. 29, 2009), http://blogs.wsj.com/chinarealtime/
2009/04/29/will-world-of-fight-challenge-world-of-warcraft/.
98. Lesley Smith, The9 Prepping WoW Clone World of Fight, WOW INSIDER (May 3,
2009).
99. See generally World of Fight, http://wof.the9.com/ (last visited Apr. 4, 2012).
100. Dutta & Chakrabarty, supra note 92.
101. John Callaham, World of Warcraft: Wrath of the Lich King to Launch in China
Next Week, BIGDOWNLOAD.COM (Aug. 24, 2010), http://news.bigdownload.com/
2010/08/24/world-of-warcraft-wrath-of-the-lich-king-to-launch-in-china-nex.
102. Matthew Feldman, Phil Leszczynski & Johannes Pulst-Korenberg, Blizzard
Entertainment: The Massive Multiplayer Online Gaming Market (Mar. 11, 2009),
available at http://www.mcafee.cc/Classes/BEM106/Papers/ 2009/Blizzard.pdf.
103. Id.
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id.
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The legal battle finally came to a head when, for a brief period,
the GAPP ordered NetEase to stop collecting subscription fees.107
NetEase, however, did not comply with this order.108 The GAPP
appears to have taken no action against NetEase or Blizzard.109
Finally, in August 2010, the same month the MOC's 2010 Regulation
came into effect - and nearly two years after WotLk's release in the
United States Blizzard and NetEase gained regulatory approval to
re-open in China." 0 Thus, while the future of MMORPGs in China
is not fully settled, industry observers have concluded the 2010
MOC Regulation currently controls the import of video games into
China."'
V. What WoW and the 2010 Regulation Tell Us About
Importing Online Video Games Into China
As the battle between the GAPP and the MOC shows, those
wishing to understand the current regulations controlling the
import of video games into China should look to the MOC's 2010
Regulation. Furthermore, WoW serves as the leading case under
these new regulations. Currently, the 2010 Regulation establishes
three large requirements, and a call for industry self-regulation.112
Content providers who comply with these rules are given an
"Internet culture operation license," which remains valid for three
years.113
The 2010 Regulation calls for industry self-regulation in Article
107. Owen Fletcher, World of Warcraft Seeks Reapproval in China Gov't Tangle,
NETWORKWORLD.COM (Feb. 7, 2010), http://www.networkworld.com/news/2010/
020810-world-of-warcraft-seeks-reapproval.html.
108. Id.
109. Id.
110. Anne Stickney, Wrath of the Lich King: China's Version, WoW INSIDER (Aug.
16, 2010), http://WoW.joystiq.com/2010/08/16/wrath-of-the-lich-king-chinas-
version/; Christopher Grant, Wrath of the Lich King Release Date: November 13,
JOYSTIQ (Sept. 15, 2008, 10:12AM), http://www.joystiq.com/2008/09/15/wrath-of-
the-lich-king-release-date-november-13.
111. Nicolas Groffman & Erik Leyssens, New Online Regulations Aim to Tidy up
China's Online Game Sector, MALLESONS STEPHEN JAQUES (July 7, 2010),
http://www.mondaq.com/article.asp?articleid=104224.
112. Interim Measures for the Administration of Online Games (promulgated by
the Ministry of Culture, June 3, 2010, effective Aug. 1, 2010),
http://www.gov.cn/flfg/2010-06/22/content-1633935.htm (China) [hereinafter
2010 Regulation].
113. Id. art. 7.
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14.114 Article 14 suggests that those wishing to operate online video
games in China should establish a department with "professional[s]
responsible for the online game content," who possess the
knowledge, capability, and exclusive task of keeping content within
the requirements of the 2010 Regulation.115 In doing so, the MOC
has gone out of its way to assert the importance of the 2010
Regulation in general, along with the need to precisely understand
the operative rules themselves.
A. Restrictions of the Sale of Virtual Currency
The first requirement is a list of heavy restrictions on virtual
currency transactions. These regulations create two primary
prohibitions. First, under Article 19(1), online currency may not be
used to purchase services and products (including virtual) from the
same provider that issued the currency.116 Second, under Article
19(3), the purchase records of anyone buying virtual currency must
be maintained for no less than 180 days.117 Furthermore, minors
(those less than eighteen years of age) are prohibited from buying
virtual currency from "third-party companies."118 In other words,
child players are allowed to make transactions between themselves,
but profit-seeking companies are not allowed to do business with
minors.119
As China pioneered substantive legal protection for virtual
goods, the MOC may secure an important position regulating the
virtual world. The trading of virtual currency is big business,
generating over RMB 1 billion (USD $15.8 million) annually in
China alone.120 The gathering of virtual currency and property by
third parties for commercial resale is known as "gold-farming." 121
114. Id. art. 14.
115. Id.
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Id.
119. Groffman & Leyssens, supra note 111.
120. Thomas Claburn, China Limits Use of Virtual Currency, INFO. WEEK (June 29,
2009), http://www.informationweek.com/news/internet/ebusiness/ 218101859.
121. Richard Heeks, Current Analysis and Future Research Agenda on "Gold
Farming": Real-World Production in Developing Countries for the Virtual Economics of
Online Games, INST. FOR DEV. POL'Y & MGMT., MANCHESTER UNIV. (2008), available at
http://www.sed.manchester.ac.uk/idpm/research/publications/wp/di/docume
nts/di-wp32.pdf.
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Gold-farming is typically conducted by young men who work in
managed teams to gather online treasure that is sold for real-world
money.122 WoW in China has been one of the largest sources of gold-
farmed currency that is sold all over the world.123 The typical gold-
farming business model is based on either an after-hours Internet
caf6 turning computers that would otherwise go unused during the
night into "gold farms," or often a larger operation dedicated
entirely to the task.124 Currently in MMORPGs there are a number
of in-game tasks that gold-farmers seek to optimize, often repeating
the same virtual task countless times daily.125 These tasks are
frequently performed on a grueling schedule, with many working
twelve hours a day, seven days a week.126 Today, it is estimated that
more than eighty percent of the world's gold-farming enterprises
are Chinese.127
Much like the negative publicity that murders over virtual
weapons and MMORPG addiction have seen in the Chinese press,
major newspapers have begun carrying stories extolling the horrors
of Chinese youth wasting their lives away on MMORPG gold-
farming. One 2006 article quoted a medical school student stating,
"It's really time-consuming. To earn that much money, I have to
spend at least ten hours every day at the computer. Sometimes I
don't have time to eat and sleep, not to mention my studies."128
Based on the image of gold-farming in Chinese society, it is no
surprise virtual currency is the target of a large operative clause of
the 2010 Regulation.
The MOC has not been the only agency concerned with
regulating online currency. In 2009, the MOC, along with the
Ministry of Commerce, promulgated a regulation designed to
122. A typical gold-farming transaction occurs through a third-party site, which
records an online purchase for real-world money. The purchaser then logs into the
virtual world and meets a gold-farmer who (virtually) transfers the in-game
currency to his/her avatar. Id. at 14-18.
123. Id. at 13-14.
124. Id. at 5-8.
125. Nick Ryan, Gold Trading Exposed: The Sellers, EURoGAMER (Mar. 25, 2009),
http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/gold-trading-exposed-the-sellers-article.
126. Id.
127. Heeks, supra note 123, at 13-14.
128. Julian Dibble, The Wizards of Warcraft, XINHUA NEWS (Sept. 21, 2006),
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-09/21/content_5120543.htm.
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control virtual currency.129 This regulation, which included much of
the same language as the 2010 Regulation, was necessary because
the Chinese Central Bank had become concerned that online
currency transactions could potentially affect the value of the
renminbi.130 Moreover, other government groups were worried
virtual currency could provide an effective means for laundering
money.131 Thus, from popular social policy to financial stability, the
control of virtual currency is of great importance in China.
Moreover, the regulation promulgated in 2009 to control virtual
currency and the 2010 Regulation are based on nearly a decade of
Chinese judicial rulings that recognizes and legitimizes property
rights in virtual items and should not be regarded as lacking real
legal weight.
B. Content-based Restrictions
The second requirement created by the 2010 Regulation is a
series of content-based restrictions found in a number of different
sections. Article 9 creates a long list of content prohibited in online
games.132 In the part pertinent to MMORPGs, Article 9 states that
online games shall not contain content that "infringes on national
customs and habit, preaches evil cults or superstition, disturbs or
undermines social order, and promotes violence or gambling."133
Article 9 ends with a final catch-all phrase that prohibits any content
"contrary to social morality."134 Article 16 reiterates the majority of
these open-ended prohibitions, placing special attention on the
mental and physical health of minors.35 Finally, Article 18 prohibits
online games from forcing confrontations between players.136 Taken
together, these provisions create very broad and very ambiguous
content restrictions for MMORPGs.
In determining the exact scope and definition of these
129. Interim Provisions, supra note 80.
130. Mark Lee, China Government Bans Online Virtual-Currency Dealing Platforms
for Minors, BLOOMBERG (June 22, 2010), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-
06-22/tencent-shares-fall-after-china-announces-virtual-currency-ban-for-minors.
html.
131. Groffman & Leyssens, supra note 111.
132. 2010 Regulation, supra note 112.
133. Id. art. 9.
134. Id. art. 9.
135. Id. art. 16.
136. Id. art. 18.
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conditions, the experience of WoW may help add a measure of
clarity. WoW is based in a fantasy world with swords, magic, and
dragons. When creating an avatar, a player must pick between one
of two in-game factions, the "horde" or the "alliance."1 37 These
factions (and their constituent races) have their own in-game
cultures, languages, histories, and religions.138 WotLK, the second
in-game expansion, centers its storyline on a once-righteous prince
who succumbs to darkness, murders his father, and leaves his
kingdom in ruins.139 This ex-prince, "the Lich King," then leads an
army of undead against the world. 140 Clearly, a literal reading of
Article 9 and Article 16 would prohibit a game that is almost
entirely based on fantasy cults, violence, and superstition.
Moreover, the two in-game factions may not communicate with
each other in any way, and are rewarded for attacking each other,
and much of their online content is based around large battles
between the factions.141 This also suggests a clear violation of
Article 18.
Eventually, along with a switch in distributors and waiting for
the battle between the MOC and the GAPP to conclude, Blizzard did
make substantive changes to WoW in order to come into compliance
with the 2010 Regulation. Before WoW regained approval, all
animated skeletons, skulls, or undead creatures were changed to
show no bones or were simply removed.142 Blood colors were also
removed from the game entirely.143 Some have suggested that the
prohibition on bones became a particular issue because of
traditional Chinese religious prohibitions against showing bare
137. The horde is made up of what are considered "evil" fantasy races such as
Trolls, Orcs, and Zombies, while the alliance is made up of "good" races such as
Humans, Dwarves, and Elves. Brad Russel, World of Warcraft, GAMEFAQS
http://www.gamefaqs.com/pc/534914-world-of-warcraft/faqs/56494 (last visited
Feb. 29 2012).
138. Id.
139. Id.
140. Id.
141. Id.
142. For a detailed pictorial listing of these changes, see Mickey Yang, Pics:
What's Changed in Chinese Version of Wrath of the Lich King, CHINAGAME.178.CoM
(Aug. 16, 2010), http:/ /chinagame.178.com/201008/75942001505.html.
143. Dale North, World of Warcraft Back in China with New Government Changes,
DESTRUCTOID (Aug. 7, 2009), http://www.destructoid.com/world-of-warcraft-back-
in-china-with-new-government-changes-143200.phtml.
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bones.144 NetEase declined to articulate the specific reasons given to
them by the MOC, stating simply, "the particular situation and
relevant regulations" forced the change.145  Blizzard has also
declined a more detailed explanation. As for forcing players into
mandatory confrontations, Blizzard did eliminate one form of large-
scale player battles.146  Oddly, for all the changes made, no
mandatory confrontations were removed, while content still found
in Chinese WoW forces some players to battle other players'
avatars. 147
Despite all the battles, cults, and violence, it is important to note
that WoW is considered a mild game. In the United States, video
games are rated like movies, and WoW is rated appropriate for ages
thirteen and up.148 This rating is, in part, owed to cartoonish
graphics and a complete lack of animated blood.149  Other
MMORPGs imported into China share similarly inoffensive
characteristics.1so However, not all MMORPGs provide content
suitable for a young audience. For example, one of Blizzard's most
popular IP's carries a rating in the United States for those aged
seventeen and over.'5 '
Viewed through the WoW case, it would appear that the 2010
Regulation carries some weight, but need not be interpreted in the
144. Mathew McCurley, The Lawbringer: WoW in China, JOYSTIQ (Jan. 28, 2012,
9:00AM), http://wow.joystiq.com/2010/09/24/the-lawbringer-wow-in-china.
145. Id.
146. Tom Magrino, China Feeling Wrath of the Lich King Aug. 31, GAMESPOT (Aug.
24, 2010), http://www.gamespot.com/news/6274352.html.
147. The one change that Blizzard was required to make removed "city raids"
from the game. These raids involved a large number of players (often hundreds)
sacking another faction's capitol city. In such a raid, players would kill other
players' avatars and the computer-generated characters (such as guards, merchants,
and politicians) within the city. A successful city raid provided rewards for the
player's avatar. Left in the game are gladiatorial matches, large-scale battles, and
random killings carried out against the other faction. These events also provide
(often substantial) rewards for the player's avatar. Id.
148. See WORLD OF WARCRAFT, http://us.battle.net/wow/en/ (last visited Apr.
4, 2012) and ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE RATING BOARD, Game Rating & Description
Guide, http://www.esrb.org/ratings/ratings-guide.jsp (last visited Apr. 4, 2012)
[hereinafter ESRB].
149. ESRB, supra note 148.
150. Kelly Wang & Matthew Murphy, The Regulation of Online Games in China,
MMLC GROUP (Oct. 30, 2009), http://mmlcgroup.com/sitebuildercontent/site
builderfiles/og301009.pdf.
151. BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT, DIABLO II, http://us.blizzard.com/en-us/
games/d2/index.html (last visited Apr. 4, 2012); ESRB, supra note 148.
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most literal light possible. While depictions of cults are banned,
WoW continues to depict them. While forcing players into
confrontations is prohibited, players must still fight each other.
This, however, is not to suggest the regulations are meaningless. In
the end Blizzard did make substantive changes to the content of its
game. Unfortunately, the 2010 Regulation's content restrictions,
along with the changes made to WoW, may raise more questions
than they answer. What can be said for certain is that the MOC can,
and will, sometimes require content-based changes. Furthermore,
as current application of these regulations appears far below what
the exact legal language might allow, content providers who operate
approved games may still find themselves subject to unexpected
restrictions, as the broad language provides for almost limitless
objections to the content typically found in MMORPGs. WoW, for
example, currently has approval but still seems in violation of the
2010 Regulation. Should conditions change, new challenges to the
current content could arise.
C. "Real Name" Requirement
The third, and final, requirement created by the 2010
Regulation is a "real name" requirement. Several articles of the 2010
Regulation require players to tie their online avatars to real
names.152 Effectively, in order to play online games, Chinese players
must link their registrations to a valid form of identification that
includes a birth date.153 The various online content providers (such
as NetEase) are responsible for gathering this information, and
violations may create potential monetary liabilities.15 4 Having this
data allows the government, among other things, to regulate the
amount of time players may spend online. For example, those
under eighteen years of age are limited to three hours of game play
per day.155
This requirement, first seen in 2002, is far from new in China
and has become the subject of much debate.15 6 Players are reluctant
152. 2010 Regulation, supra note 112.
153. Stan Abrams, China's Online Game Real ID System, Take Two, CHINAHEARSAY
(Aug. 01, 2012), http://www.chinahearsay.com/chinas-online-game-real-id-
system-take-two/.
154. 2010 Regulation, supra note 112.
155. Abrams, supra note 153.
156. Rui et al., supra note 70.
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to provide real identification for fear the information will be
misused, either through negligent collection and handling, or willful
commercial exploitation. 157 In response to these fears, many players
provide fake or inaccurate identifications. 158 Thus, while the 2010
Regulation and the reentry of WoW into China did little to change
the overall requirements to provide a real name and valid
identification, the MOC did reassert the importance of these
requirements. Anyone wishing to import an online game into the
Chinese market should remain aware of this requirement and the
complications it might create, both in assuaging the fears of the
customer base and shielding themselves from legal liability. Here
too, the eventual legal outcome of this real-name system is far from
defined, but online game importers must recognize the real-name
system as another area of substantive regulation controlling the
virtual world that China takes very seriously.
VI. Conclusion
Today, MMORPGs have become big business, with China
standing as an enormous potential market. Gaining access to this
market requires working within the legal framework created by the
Chinese government. Importers who find themselves outside of this
framework face the shutdown of their products, and may perhaps
even lose their IP to a local competitor. Unfortunately, determining
the exact requirements of the Chinese legal system is not always
easy. Not only have the controlling regulations changed, but the
provisions themselves often lack precise definition. WoW, as the
leading case in this area, begins to help clarify what the MOC's 2010
Regulation requires in practice. While there are yet no definitive
answers, it is clear the regulations can, and will, be enforced.
Understanding the current regulatory regime is not always easy, but
as WoW has taught us, such an understanding is critical for
continued access to this enormous market.
157. Abrams, supra note 153.
158. Id.
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